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The Giant Impact 
Theory is the most 
widely accepted 
theory up to date.
This theory states that 
the moon was formed 
when a mars-sized 
shape asteroid



The Moon was once a 
part of the Earth and 
somehow separated 
from the Earth early in 
the history of the solar 
system. It is believed 
that the Moon came 
from the present Pacific 
Ocean basin.  It was 
thought possible  
because of the Moon’s 
composition that 
resembles the Earth’s 
mantle.



The Moon was 
formed elsewhere in 
the Solar System  but 
was later captured by 
the gravitational field 
of the Earth. This was 
suggested because of 
the different chemical 
composition the Moon 
has to the Earth’s.



The Earth condensed 
with the moon 
forming in orbit of the 
Earth. Though this 
theory is the least 
likely possibility 
because the Moon 
doesn’t have the same 
composition of Earth. 



This is a fairly new theory on how the moon 
formed as of August 2010. So there will be 
limited information on this.
Basically it proposes that  the moon condensed 
from the debris of planetesimaly sized objects 
that collided with each other during the 
formation of the Solar System. 
Even though there is limited information on 
this theory it is the closest rival to the Giant 
Impact theory.



•• The moonThe moon’’s s ““soilsoil”” is called regolith because it is called regolith because it 
has no living matter within ithas no living matter within it

•• Regolith's texture represent a fine powder of Regolith's texture represent a fine powder of 
rock fragments and volcanic glass particlesrock fragments and volcanic glass particles

•• The moonThe moon’’s density is less than that of the s density is less than that of the 
earths indicating it doesnearths indicating it doesn’’t have a substantial t have a substantial 
iron coreiron core



•• The moon much like earth contains a vast The moon much like earth contains a vast 
range of mountains, but also moundsrange of mountains, but also mounds

•• One known mountain range is the Apennine One known mountain range is the Apennine 
mountain range which is more than 400 miles mountain range which is more than 400 miles 
in length and stands more than 15,000 feet tallin length and stands more than 15,000 feet tall



• Craters are the most known geographic feature of the moon
• Craters are caused by the impacts of meteorites, many of 

which have remained undisturbed for millions or even 
billions of years.

• Craters are also a crucial component of determining the 
moons age by using a process known as “Crater counting”

Types of craters
• Simple Crater
• Complex Crater
• Peak Ring Center 
• Multi Ring Basin



• Maria’s are the large dark flatlands on the 
moons surface

• Maria’s are the result of large meteoroid impacts 
which caused lava to flow out over hundreds of 
square miles upon lowlands and crater 
depressions

• One famous Maria on the moon’s surface is the 
Mare Tranquilitatis (Sea of Tranquility) Where 
the first astronauts landed

• Marias cover 15% of the lunar surface  



• Rilles are long, narrow, and channel-like 
depressions that indicate that the moon was 
volcanically active at some point in time

• Rays are faint white lines which radiate out from 
some of the large craters

• Rays also are caused by impacts



http://youngisthan.wordpress.com/2008/03/18/how-the-moon-works/
(Marias)
http://earthsci.org/fossils/space/craters/impact/imp.html
(Meteorites)
http://science.howstuffworks.com/moon1.htm
(Additional information)
http://lunarnetworks.blogspot.com/
(Information / Pictures)
http://www.markelowitz.com/lunwater.htm
(Regolith)
http://the-moon.wikispaces.com/Ray+craters
(Rays / Craters)
http://www.geekologie.com/mt/mt-search.cgi?tag=moon
(Moon Picture)
Fission & Capture Theory
Giant Impact Theory
Condensation Theory
Colliding Planetisimals Theory
The Scientific American
Moon Image




